
Coffs Harbour Newsletter 1, 2016 – Silver Anniversary Tour 

Well, I thought that I’d start the newsletter along similar lines to the past with the same structure as provided by our 

guiding angel “The Don” the 24 year “Commander and Chief”. Those who have travelled the road to Coffs before or at least 

read and been entertained by his newsletter will appreciate his repertoire and sense of humour: 

Has the hockey season started? Yep, the hockey season has started, so, it must be time to learn the ABC again… 

A. = annoy 

B. = badger 

C. = cajole 

You guessed it, the time has come the walrus said to dream of bus trips, hockey games and pizzas. 

This year we are looking to obtain a “Big Bus” as it is our SILVER ANNIVERSARY (25 years of games against 

Commercials Hockey Club) for the trip north but to do this we ultimately need around 30 fully paid travellers. Now 

obviously, we need hockey players, but, we can accommodate a number of non-playing supporters. If you went last year, 

or, the previous two & half decades you know the drill, i.e. DO NOT LOSE YOUR NEWSLETTER, because the 

following information is important! 

 

This year the weekend is: 14 to 16th October 2016  

We depart: Newcastle Hockey Centre at 10.00 am 14th October16  

We return: Around 8.00 pm 16.10.16 to the Hockey Centre 

In between, will be a couple of hockey games, accommodation, Silver Anniversary dinner on the Saturday night a return 

bus trip, a couple of breakfasts, a couple of lunches and you will get a very exclusive walkout shirt.  

 

All this for a cost of: 

$450 per person – $200 deposits needed now to book/order the accommodation, bus  

and shirts. First in with deposits are on the bus. Don’t be late or you might miss out. 

Monies can be deposited at: 

The Greater Newcastle Building Society 

BSB -637000 

A/C number – 720797682  

Please include your name on the deposit. 

I need 30 definite starters and I need to know names:  No later than 25th May 16 

Col Doyle – Draftee or the only other retired player. 


